HISTORY OF OIL OR GAS WELL
(Submit in duplicate)

In compliance with rules and regulations adopted pursuant to ORS 520.095 (Chapter 667 OL 1953)

Operator Sunnyvale Oil Co., Inc.
Well No. Federal Mitchell No. 1, Sec. SE \( \frac{1}{4} \) 14, T. 16S, R. 29E
Field Izee area

W. B. & M.

Signed Mitchell Pusateri
Title President

(Subtitle, Secretary or Agent)

Date April 30, 1959

It is of the greatest importance to have a complete history of the well. Use this form in reporting the history of all important operations at the well, together with the dates thereof, prior to the first production. Include in your report such information as size of hole drilled to cementing or landing depth of casings, number of sacks of cement used in the plugging, number of sacks or number of feet of cement drilled out of casing, depth at which cement plugs started, and depth at which hard cement encountered. If the well was dynamited, give date, size, position and number of shots. If plugs or bridges were put in to test for water, state kind of material used, position and results of pumping or bailing.

Date

This well was spudded in Dec. 3, 1957 and has been drilled to a depth of 1168' (schedule is attached with formations encountered.) Water was encountered at approximately 250' plug is set from 60' to 260' with 25 sacks of cement. Pipe cut 3' below surface and plugged 10' with 2 sacks of cement, balance of hole filled with drilling mud, gravity 78 lbs. A \( \frac{1}{4} \) steel plate welded to top of casing stub, a 5" by 7' pipe welded on top of casing with name and number of well arch welded on pipe.